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Against these must be weighed the costs of additional staff and facility use. Simple tasks may not be simple
for a complex organization. At first, we broke the easy connection between tasks and goals, placing outcomes
in between. But in general, block scheduling tends to improve the school climate, with fewer discipline
referrals, fewer class changes each day, greater student commitment to the work, and the potential for more
engaging instruction. I have provided a similar chart at the end of each subsequent chapter. Hence teachers
need the flexibility to create skill groups when needed, particularly for concepts that are prerequisites for later
lessons. As the flowcharts get more complicated, try to trace out the elements of the basic task flowchart and
to relate them back to figure 8. There is a lot of trial and error involved, especially as the tasks become
complex and require coordination. Let's complicate our step 1 model with the addition of a new item: Benefits
and Costs, which are organizational outcomes to be evaluated to see if goals have been met. As discretionary
units develop to control ever more complex subroutines, the control and coordination problem increases. The
vaguer the directive, the more discretion you have in deciding what is an adequate response to it. But for this
chapter, Temple, Factory and Town Meeting serve as our expectation models of the school as an organization.
The Bureaucratic model recognizes that in complex organizations implementation power is spread throughout
the organization. Organizations function best with complex and routine ones. But the foreign language
department head is certainly going to have more to say specifically than the principal about what is to be done
in the foreign language department. The task-analysis model shown in figure 8. Our simple systems
management model has been introduced above in figure 8. School Organization The research on school
organization is clear: in general, small schools yield better results than large ones. Personal goals are not
recognized although conflict among departments is. Thus, most large religious organizations are
bureaucracies, too. School systems are bureaucracies. Master Schedule The influence of the master schedule is
hard to overstate. Let's go through it bit by bit to make sure we understand what this flowchart means. Success
in this model is a matter of adapting routines to reflect policy and making sure that power centers deliver the
goods. Students who do not understand, say, subtraction with regrouping should receive targeted instruction
on the concept before moving on to a skill that depends upon it such as division. Richard F. Relationship to the
Framework How a school is organized is a matter for the staff to determine, and a school's organization should
reflect the staff's commitment to the success of all students. It has departments to which different tasks are
assigned. High-Level Learning for All Students Through a school's organizational patternsâ€”whether the
school is divided into teams or houses, for example, or whether it adopts a traditional or a block
scheduleâ€”the staff can convey to both students and their parents that learning is important, that the business
of the school is learning, and that the different elements of the school's organization are structured to support
that learning. What this means is that once we decide how to pursue our goal, i. In bureaucracies, discretionary
units are distributed throughout. This contrasts with the systems management model in which maximization of
goal values is pursued. In a school system, the basic program is policy, translated instructionally into
curriculum. We saw in Chapter two that goals statements with broad consensus generally lacked specificity.
But there is no reason for students who have already grasped subtraction with regrouping to spend any more
time on the topic; they should instead be more productively engaged in other topics. Secondly, Tasks control
Resources. Task Analysis: How can things go wrong? This reality can make altering the school's organization
slow and difficult. At all instructional levels, the school's organizational pattern can materially affect the
manner in which students and teachers interact. The Bureaucratic Model The second model developed by
Elmore is the bureaucratic model.


